By Virtue of a Warrant Directed to me from Survey is for one Deod Healey on the 15 March 1752. Beginning at a red oak at the end of John Titleback's survey pole where there being no corner you have a North 76 degrees East right p.p. to a Spanish oak the 1st of all.

Eighty pole for a Clearing Oak near the survey. John Ginn then with a historic binding there with S. 44 degrees Three Hundred Forty Eight right p.p. to a Red oak, corner to the said Ginn then with another historic S. 25 degrees Right p.p. to a Red oak. Corner to the said Ginn and the Red Mill Healey then 280 yards binding with the Healey line one hundred and forty p.p. to the line of Col. Cochran on the historic No. 261 Twelve p.p. to a Red oak near the thistledown marked RH then North East One hundred and sixty pole to a Clearing Oak. Corner to John Titback. Unmarked IF then finally with the land Titback.

Grading Line No. 25 E from Hundred and seventy pole to the Forest thence containing 402 acres.
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